CORE VALUES
Equality, Respect, Support, Humanity, Democratic, Liberal, Harmony

OBJECTIVES:
1. Bringing good change in lives of people
2. Creating self sustainable communities
3. Equal Education for all
4. Economically sound women

"Government to Citizen"
- Amit Choubey (Founder)

HEAD OFFICE (H.O)
3rd Floor, B block, Jagdamba Tower, Sahdeo Mahtomard, Boring Road, Patna
Tel no.-0612-2540330

REGIONAL OFFICE:
101 C, Mandir Marg, Road no-1, Ashok Nagar, Ranchi
Tel no.-0651-2245321
info@ssnmtrust.org
OUR VISION

To build up a simply, participatory and tranquil society dependent on solid law based qualities, to be the face changer for the ladies strengthening, wellbeing, employment age, pioneers of the ability improvement area and to be individuals' preferred association at whatever point they need altruism.

OUR MISSION

Undertaking advancement activities to emphatically affect the lives and improve nature of minimized and under developed segments of the society.

Visit us on: www.sanmat.org
Email: info@ssnmtrust.org
EDUCATION

LEAD BY
AMIT KUMAR CHOUBEY

As indicated by Section 12 (1)(c) of the Act, all predefined classification or non-public schools must save 25% of their seats for youngsters having a place with EWS from the area and give them confirmation from Class I onwards; wherever such a school gives pre-school instruction, these principles are to be connected to the pre-school segment too. To keep up the soul of comprehensiveness, legitimate execution and checking of this segment is noteworthy.

For when new session will begin soon, our work was in the run, we were scattering the RTE structure to the EWS, with the comparable procedure.

The structure is to be submitted at respective blocks and from that point it will be cared for the DM office.

We have straightforwardly profited excess of 5000 understudies and in a roundabout way 10000 families.

"When you focus on what you want, everything else fall away"
Sanmat ITI, Manoharpur, Chaibasa, Jharkhand

ITI COLLEGE, RAIKERA

LEAD BY
NITESH KUMAR & DHARMENDRA MANDAL

We have started ITI college at Raikera village of Manoharpur Block of Chaibasa district in Jharkhand. This ITI has ensured quality skilling in the field of Dress Making, computers, electrical and fitter trades. We are in process of starting other courses like plumbing, food processing and trades related to health care.

We have taken admission on all 205 seats and 80% of our students are on scholarships by government/corporates. We have 90% students from Triba community. Out of which 50% are female. We have separate E-Cell for supporting innovations and currently we have tie-ups with 12 companies for campus placements and on job training.
SKILL TRAINING

Meet our new generation youth

LEAD BY ABHISHEK KUMAR (BIHAR) & NITESH KUMAR (JHARKHAND)

Our Skill training program center around the denied, monetarily in reverse area (Less than 2$ every day salary gathering) of the general public.
We work for most delicate SC and ST youth including ladies for the most part from rustic region to build up their aptitudes. Ability advancement help them to lead great life by improving their pay and social adequacy.
We for the most part center around abilities like Mason who are wage workers, plumbing for youth searching for position with enterprises, Specialized Electrician courses like fix and Mainatainence of Inverter, UPS and Power Supply to to cater local need of electricians in household.
We are doing this program as VTP: Vocational Training Provider with Director General Employment and Preparing, Govt. of Bihar, Sectoral Skill Councils of National Skill Development Corporation, Govt of India UNDER Prime Minister Kaushal Vikash Yojana, National Digital Literacy Mission, Govt. of India.

We have started another skill centre at ITI Sisai, Gumla and trained 400 students

We are as of now working in excess of 5 regions of Bihar and 15 of Jharkhand, more than 20,000 people groups have been profited by the program.

Our Skill training program particularly for ladies which was running with an enduring pace blasted up and is blasting step by step.

We have trained in excess of 15000 lady with placement of around 30% of them.

The immediate recipient are around 2000 and aberrant 20000.

The quantity of beneficiary from different projects are fluctuating and boosting.

ALL CENTRES OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT:

- Begusarai Address: Kharhar, Begusarai Sadar, Begusarai
- Kishanganj Address: Ekta Colony, Kishanganj Sadar, Kishanganj
- Darbhanga Address: Anandpur, Hayaghat, Darbhanga
- Purnea Address: Fulwa Tola, Durgapur, Bhawanipur, Purnea
- Hazaribagh Address: NH-33, Above Corporation Bank, Charhi, Ranchi, Jharkhand
- Chatra Address: Awala Mohalla Ward-2, Near Post Office, Chatra
- West Singhbhum: Opposite to Santoshi Mandir, Chota Nimdih, Chaibasa
- West Singhbhum: Above Khadi Gram, Near Baba Mandir, Chota Nimdih

ITI Sisai, Gumla, Jharkhand

You can waste your lives drawing lines, Or you can LIVE your life crossing them.
A INITIATIVE FOR MANKIND

LEAD BY MUKESH KUMAR

Planted approximately 1 Millions tree saplings in India. Directly benefiting 300 village level entrepreneurs and indirectly employing 0.1 million people.

We have planted more than 5 Million plants of all classifications, for example, therapeutic, natural products, and timber plants. We have provided training of nursery raising and plant keeping to 3000 van poshak. We have also created gram panchayat based village level entrepreneurs for supply of essential components like Water carrying trolley, earthen pot and bamboo tree guards. We have directly impacted 100000 house hold and indirectly impacted 30 million people.

We have created green highway corridor at Ranchi Ring Road and Hazaribagh to Ranchi Highway.

SANMAT is encouraging end to end usage of social ranger service, agro-ranger service and furthermore united exercises under MNREGA. We have selected 8 regions Coordinator, and 12 Group Coordinators, 110 Block Coordinators and 1500 Panchayat Coordinators (Volunteering) of Bihar.

SANMAT is presently working in 1560 Gram Panchayat of Bihar, India. We have focus of planting more than 40 Million Plants in next 2 year. By and large 20,000 Plant each Gram Panchayat. From Survey, site choice to arrangement of Plant specialist/Van Poshak to complete all the segments, for example, Water trolley, Bamboo Fencing, Hand Pump to Plant raising what's more, Procurement is being done by us. In most recent 5 Month we have planted more than 5 Million plants of all classifications, for example, therapeutic, natural products, and wooden plants and Produced work for around 50,000 People.

The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The second best time is "NOW"
Health Care That Cares!!

Lead By Kamal Nayan Singh and Udit Mishra

To accomplish clinical brilliance and accreditation in any human services office is a sound business the board technique. We perceive that administration frameworks, for example, data administrations, regulatory structure, and hearty clinical and operational approaches and systems are key components of the consideration supplier process.

We did more than 2000 cataract surgery with 100% success rate.

We do run network outreach crusades and furthermore chip away at creating quiet treatment history and related databases. We have covered more than 60 villages & 20000 people for health based awareness programs. We have served people with covid by converting our hospitals as dedicated covid care centre.

Providing operational and management support to Two 50 bedded Tribal welfare hospital in Jharkhand.
Direct employing 50 people and serving nearly 13000 people per month.

The greatest wealth is HEALTH
A CARE FOR SELF!!

Last program Lead by Lt. MS. MANIKANTA
Currently lead by Nitesh Kumar

The self improvement gathering also known as Self Help Groups (SHGs) as the name recommend focuses on the channelizing the cash stream inside a group. The volunteers meet the general population in the towns and the monetarily limitation regions and make them mindful of the income channel, also they help in shaping a gathering of 10-12 individuals headed by a center board of trustees having the capacity to settle on choice even at the time of the emergency. Some ostensible sum is gathered and after the gathering which is held each fifteen days, the cash is redistributed by the need of the business begin up. We likewise help connecting them to the NABARD (National Bank For Agriculture And Rural Development) which help them in getting backup and other money saving advantage.

This program is by and by running in Nawada, Govoindganj , Izra in Areraj Block, Biihya in Ara, Auragabad dist., Motihari in East Champaran.

Generating self employment skillfulness and sustainable backing to 3500 women for manageable living.

Alone we can do so little,
Together we can do so much.
Unlock Education is a campaign to help Indian students cover some of the costs of the mandatory self-quarantine accommodation on arrival, in the destination country, due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The goal of this project is to ensure that the most needy students, particularly those on scholarships and on student loan are able to afford the compulsory expense towards the quarantine in a self-managed/institutional facility for those students arriving from India. Students travelling to other countries in Europe or elsewhere.

Mr. Adar Cyrus Poonawalla, CEO Serum Institute India, founder Covisheild had donated 10 Cr INR for supporting this campaign. We are supporting 1000 Students from 150 overseas universities.

This campaign is being supported by NDTV as broadcast partner and Ketto.org as crowd funding partner.
MAJOR ACHIEVEMENTS

1. 31000 students of economically weaker section admitted to various public schools under RTE-12(1) c in Bihar.

2. Skilled 27000 unemployed youth in the last 5 years.

3. Planted 1 million tree sapling in India.

4. Serving nearly 16000 people per month through our charitable hospitals.

5. Generated Self employment to 4500 women.

6. Started ITI in LWE district Chaibasa, Jharkhand.

7. Successful cataract surgery to 12000 seniors.

8. 1000 Students supported for overseas education

OUR TEAM

LEADERS 6

TEAM STRENGTH 143